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In this paper, some partial sohttions are given to the problem concerning &refinabili?y of strict 
pspaces. It is shown that every locally cornyact strict p-space is e-refinable and e=fery locdly 
hereditarily separable strict p-space is subparacompact. 
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The property of being a p-space [l] is one of the most successful simultaneous 
generalizations of the properties of compactness and metrizability. The class of 
p-spaces i  too wide for many purposes (since some rather pathological spaces, such 
as the ordinal space [0, n), are p-spaces) but luckily many covering axioms determine 
well-behaved subclasses of this class; thus for instance such properties as paracom- 
pactness, metacompxctness, ubparacomaactness and d-refinability are countably 
productive in the class of p-spaces. 
One important subclass of p-spaces i  the class of strict p-spaces [2]. It is natural to 
inquire what is the relatioirship between strict p-spaces and p-spaces atisfying 
certain cq’jering properties. in [JJ, OAra . ml there is an example of a strict p-space that is not 
subparacompac t. The fo??owing cluestio;l, however, 
Question. Is every strict p-space &refinable? 
remains open: 
Since it was shown in [4] that every &refinable p-space is a strict p-space, an 
affirmative answer to this q;eestion would indicate that &refinability characterizes 
strict p-spaces in the class of p-spaces. We are not able to answer the question 
completely but the results below show that the answer is in the a%rmative if one 
considers or,fy spaces that are either 1cJcally compact c)r locally hereditarily separable. 
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inolog+ For a sequence (-4,) of sets, we write AJ’B if unENAn = 
B and A, .I: A,,+1 for each n EN. Let 9 bVz a family of subsets of a set A. Then 
,$?“(sPc) dtC notes the family formed by sil finite (countable) unions of sets of 2’. For 
each a E A. (2Z7)a denotes the family {L E Z!?l Q EL}, and St(a, 2’) = u(2),. A family JV 
of subsets rDf A is a partial refinement of the family 9 if for each N EN, we have 
IV c L for some L E 9 (as usual, JV is called a refinement of 2 if JV is a partial 
refinemen@: of _Y and u = u). A sequence (Nn) of covers of A is a 8-sequence if 
_ for each ,a E A, there exists an n E f+J such that the family (JV& is finite. 
Throughout he following, X denotes a topological space. X is &compact if each 
discrete family of subsets of X is countable. X is o-refinable [S] if each open cover of 
X has a d-sequence of open refinements. M/e employ the following characterization 
of strict fp--spaces [S]: X is a strict p-space iff X is a Tychonoff space and X has a 
sequence (%,) of open covers uch that for each x E X, the set Px = nneN St(x, sl,) is 
compact and the sequence (St(x, %,)) is a neighborhood base for the set Px. 
We begin with a preliminary result: 
Lemma I. Let 0 be an open cover of Xand let A c X be such that for each a E A, we. 
have St@, 8) c W for some W E OF ( W E Oc). Then 0 has an open partial refinement 
which covers A and is point-finite (point-countable) on A. 
P’aoo%. For each a E A, Pet O(a) be a finite (countable) sub-family of 0 such that 
%(a, 6’)~ U&z). Let B be a maximal subset of A such that each set of the family 6 
contains at most one point of B, and let 3V = {St(b, S)l b E B}. Using the maximality 
of B, we see that the family cw’ covers A. For each a E A, the set UC?(a) contains at 
most finitely (countably) many points of B and it follows, since St(a. 6)~ UO(a), 
that the family (2VJa is finite (countable). The family % = (0 n St(i, S)l b E B and 
(3 E O(b)} is an open partial refinement of 6 with the properties required in the 
lemma. Cl 
reposition 1, X is locally compact and metacompact (locally Lindeltif and meta- 
Linderiif) iff X has an open cover % such that for each x E X, the set St@, %) is 
contained in some compact subspace (Lindeliif-subspace) of X. 
roof. Necessity is clear since a finite (countable) union of compact (Lindeltif-) 
subspaces is a com.pact (Lindeliif-) subspace. Sufficiency is an immediate 
consequence of the result of Lemma 1 (with A = X). cl 
Note that one can use Proposition 1 to get easy proofs for the results that the 
product of two locally compact and metacompact (meta=Lindeliif s metacompact 
(meta-Lindelijf). 
To be able to use the result of Lemma 1 in connection with B-refinability, we need 
an auxiliary result. 
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Let Xbe countably metacompact and let “I’ = IJnENW;I be an open cover of X 
sucA that’there exists an rncreasing cover (A,):= 1 of X such that for each n E N. V#, 
covers A,, and ss point-finite on A,,. Then “v” has a O-sequence of open refinements. 
ince A, + X, we see that for each n EN, the countable family (L17rRck 1 
k E N} is an open cover of X. It follows that there exists, for every n E N, a point-finite 
open cover { Un,k 1 Cc E N} of X such that u& cl JVn+k for each k E N. For every 
n E N, denote by wn the family { V CT Un,k 1 k E N and V E “v”r, +k} and note that this 
family is an open refinement of K To show that (3Vn) is a O-sequence, l t x E X and 
let n E: N be such that x E An. Further let I E N be such that x E - Lji?,k for each k > 2. 
Then (?Y& is contained in the family { V n Un,k 1 k = 1, . . . , E and V E ( Y,I+,),) and 
this family is finite since x E A,+c; for every k = 1, . . . ,8. 0 
Proposition 2. X is locally compact and O-refinable iflX has a sequence (%, > of open 
covers such that for each x E X, there exists an n E N such that the set St@, Qp,) is 
contained in some compact subspace of X. 
Proof. Necessiv. Assume that X is locally compact and O-refinable. Then X has an 
open cover by interiors of compact subsets and this cover has a O-sequence (%,) of 
open refinements. Clearly, the sequence (021,) has the property required in the 
proposition. 
Sufficiency. Assume that X has a sequence (%,) of open covers with the property 
mentioned in the proposition; we may assume that for each n E N, %k+l refines en. It 
is clear that X is locally compact. If 9 = (on 1 n E N) is an open cover of X, then, letting 
R,,=Qn-{xiSt(x,%,& U Qn) foreach nN 
ken 
we see that R, 1 n E N} is a point-finite open refinement of 9 ; hence X is countably 
metacompact. To show that X is O-refinable, let 0 be an open cover of X. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that each %n refines 6’. For each rz EN, let A,, 
consist of those points x of X for which the set St(r, a,,) is contained in some compact 
subspace of X. Then we have AJX. For each n E I’+4 and for each x E A,?, some finite 
subfamily of Qn covers the set St(x, %,). By L,emma 1, there exists, for each n E N, an 
open partial refinemekst /;1 of all, such that ‘V,l covers A, and is point-finite on A,. By 
Lemma 2, the family ‘V = UnEN “L”, has a &sequence (3V.. j of open refinements. The 
family V is a refinement of the cover 6 and it follows that each ‘Vn is a refinement of 
6; hence 6 has a &sequence of open refinements. Cl 
Using Proposition 2, we can now prove the main result of this paper. 
A locally compact Hausdofl space is a strict p-space ifi the space is 
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roof. Since locally compact I-IausdorfI spaces are pspaces, sufficiency follows 
using the result from [4] that every &refinable p-space is a strict pspace. 
Necessity. Let .Y be a locally compact strict pspace. Then X has a seq 
of open covers such that for each x E X, the set Px = &NSt(x, %,) is 
(St(x, a,,)) is a neighborhood-base of P%. For each x E X, the compact subset Px sf the 
locally compact space X has a compact neighborhood, say Vx, and by the 
the sequence (%,,), there exists an n(x)e N such that St(x, %,,&c Vx. I 
the result of Proposition 2 that X is e-refinable. eJ 
We now turn from locally compact spaces to consider locally hereditarily separable 
spaces. 
reposition 3, Le,+X be a 8,. :*ally hereditarily separable space and assume that 
sequence (42,) ofogen cc ar * such that for each x E X, there exists aBt n E N such 
set St(x, Qn) is containecf -me Lindelif -subspace of X. Then every open cover of X 
has a a-discrete refinem, 
Proof. Let 6 be an oper - :‘t ~1 of X. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
for each n EN, %, refine of and each U E sn is hereditarily separable. For every 
n E N, let A, be the set cookstinG of those points x of X for which the set St(x, Q&) is 
contained in some Lindeliif-subspace of X. The sets A,, are closed. To see this, let 
n E N and let x E A,. Since x has a hereditarily separable neighborhood, there exists a 
countable subset B of Ai, such that x E B. For each b E B, there exists a Lindeliif- 
subspace Lb of X sucIi that St(b, %,& Lb. Since x E B, we have St(x, Q,)c 
UbEB St(b, %,). It follows ,that he set St(x, 9,) is contained in the Lindelof-subspace 
&&, of X; hence x E An. We have shown that A,, is closed. 
Using Lemma 1, we see that for each n E IN, %,, has an open partial refinement “w;, 
which covers A,, and is point-count&le on An. For each n E hi, denote by Z’,, the 
family { Ymn 1 V E vn}. Then the family 9 = UnEfim is a refinement of the cover 0’. 
To show that 9 is akdiscr:te, it suffices to show that each .& is p-discrete. Let n E N. 
Then 9)n is a point-courtable open cover of the subspace A, and each ILE,Z~ is 
separable. Since a point-countable family of open subsets of a separable space is 
countable, it follows that the family srJ is star-countable. A star-countable open 
cover of a topological space is c-discrete (see e.g. ke proof of Theorem 5.10 in [6]); 
hence 9n is c-discrete in the subspace A,, of X and since A,, is closed, 5$, is 
o-discrete in. Y cl 
5 space fl%* Pa5 a QJUC~& * - +.+vc i >’ PS both Lindelof and hereditarily separable; 
c:;rie the follc:-.Gng isa conseq~enct: Jf Proposition 3. 
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Assume that X has a sequence (%,) of open covers such that for each 
exists an n E N such that the subspace St(x, sl,) of X has a countable 
en X has a u-discrete network. 
A regular space is subparacompact (and hence &refina.ble) if each one of its open 
covers has a a-discrete refinement. Since every locally developable subparacompact 
space is developable (see [8] or [3]), we have the following result. 
Car . Assume that X is regular and that X has a sequence (%,> of open covers 
such that for each x E X, there exists an n E N such that the subspace :9(x, %*) of X is 
second countable. Then X is developable. 
These results can also be used in connection with strict p-spaces. Using arguments 
similar to those used in the proof of the theorem above, we see that Corollary 2 
implies the following. 
coroii 3. A locally second countable strict p-space is developable. 
Since a compact Hausdorff-space with a Ga-diagonal is metrizable, and hence 
second countable, it fo!lows from Corollary 3 that a locally compact strict p-space 
with a Ga-diagonal is developable (this result follows also from the: above theorem 
and the result of [7] that a O-refinable p-space with a G,B-diagonal is developable). 
For the proof of our final result, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. An &-compact strict p-space X is Lindeliif. 
Proof. Let 6 be an open cover of X Let (%,} be a $iequence of open covers of X with 
the property required in the characterization of !&ict p-spaces. For each n E N, let 
A, = (x E X 1 St(x, a,) c V for some V E OF}. Th(#!l UnEN A, = X For each n E N, let 
& c A,, be such that A, c St@,, %,J and sack set U E 4!& contains at most one 
point of & (compare with the proof of Lemma 1). Tne sets & are closed and discrete 
and hence countable, since X is &-compact. For each n E N and each B E Bn, let 
O(b, n) be a finite subfamily of 6 such that St@, Bn)c UO(6, n). Then 0’ = 
U{O(b, n)l n E N and b E B,} is a countable subcover of 0’. 0 
osition 4. A locally hereditarily separable strict p-space is subparacompact. 
Let X be a locally hereditarily separable strict p-space. We show fu-st hat X 
is locall:~ Lindeloof. Let x E X an let ‘(1 be a hereditarily separable neighborhood of 
x. Since X is regular, we may assume that V is closed in X. Then the subspacr: V of X 
is a strict p-space. Since a hereditarily separable space is &compact, it follows by 
Lemma 3 that the neighborhood V of x is Lindelof. 
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Let {Qn) be a sequent;;: of open covers of X with the property required in the 
characterization of strict p-spaces. Since X is locally Lindelof, we see that for each 
x E X, there exists an n E IV such that the set St(x, %,) is contained in some Liadeliif 
subspace of X (compare with the proof of the theorem above). It follows by 
Proposition 3 that each open cover of X has a o-discrete refinement; si 
regular, it follows that X is subparacompact. B 
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